Famed for his collection of drawings of naturalia and his thoughts on the relationship between painting and natural knowledge, it now appears that the Bolognese naturalist Ulisse Aldrovandi (1522-1605) also pondered specifically color and pigments, compiling not only lists and diagrams of color terms but also a full-length unpublished manuscript entitled De coloribus or Trattato dei colori. Introducing these writings for the first time, this article portrays a scholar not so much interested in the materiality of pigment production, as in the cultural history of hues. It argues that these writings constituted an effort to build a language of color, in the sense both of a standard nomenclature of hues and of a lexicon, a dictionary of their denotations and connotations as documented in the literature of ancients and moderns.
Introduction
On the essence of color. Whether an accident possesses in itself something essential.
-Julius Caesar Scaliger, Exotericarum exercitationum liber XV. (1557), Exercitatio cccxxv.
In 1580, the Bolognese naturalist Ulisse Aldrovandi recalled how thirty years earlier, as a young man, he had descended into a set of caves lying underneath the Esquiline Hill in Rome.
With "light and rope so as not to get lost," he had made his way down to inspect the "infinite beautiful paintings made from life, and grotesques" that had been rediscovered a century earlier near the Basilica of San Pietro in Vincoli, quickly becoming a popular destination for curious gentlemen and artists alike.
1 Aldrovandi had nurtured an interest in the art and antiquities of Rome ever since he was forcibly taken there to be tried for heresy in 1549.
Released a year later, he would always conceal this incident from the public narrative of his
life. Yet, the occasion had also afforded him several months to explore sights that left a mark on his future interests, from ruins and fishmarkets to the new sculpture gardens of the clergy.
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The older Aldrovandi did not recall this speleological episode to celebrate Rome's visual wealth, however, but to refute the opinion of his close friend Cardinal Gabriele Paleotti that painting was more ancient than script. This was doubtful in Aldrovandi's view. Grotesques after all were no older than the Romans themselves, "otherwise Vitruvius would make reference to this." 3 They could not be compared to Assyrian letters which, Pliny testified, "have always existed," nor to the astronomical observations inscribed on "fired bricks" by the eighteen volumes containing 4,000 images of plants and 3,000 images of animals and minerals allegedly painted from life. 8 It is well known that Aldrovandi's career as a patron was accompanied by frequent reflections on the relationship between painting and natural knowledge, between the art of representation and the truth of nature. Less known is that he also began to ponder pigments and colors more specifically, and to a smaller degree the materials from which these derived.
To my delight, during my last visit to the Aldrovandi archive in Bologna I stumbled upon an unpublished manuscript of his, a Trattato dei colori, which despite its title is written in Latin and is elsewhere referred to as De coloribus (MS 72) (Fig. 2) . This treatise fills one of those long and narrow volumes bound in calfskin in which the naturalist regularly used to jot down his drafts. Belying its title, it is not a commentary on the pseudo-Aristotelian De coloribus, as contemporaries of Aldrovandi were writing. 9 Its appearance is that of a commonplace book, which gathers excerpts on the topic of color from existing treatises. Six pages detailing the "loca" under which such information is filed and a list of cited authors close the manuscript.
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Further digging among Aldrovandi's papers uncovered two related sets of notes in separate volumes. MS 95 contains four pages enumerating ninety-four colors, each listed by its Latin name, or the Latinized version of its Greek appellation, and explained with a phrase in the vernacular, from the white Albus to Ater, the deepest black (Fig. 3) . MS 40 contains a set of diagrams in Latin which expand on the previous glossary and reorganize its nomenclature around the seven-color scale attributed to Aristotle (Fig. 4) . 11 While dating these writings or establishing their order of composition is not straightforward, they were likely produced between the 1560s and 1580s.
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This article provides a first introduction to these works, investigating the reasons behind their composition and their probable uses. Little of a comparable nature has survived among the papers of contemporary naturalists. Yet their value is not limited to this status of textual relic. My contention is that they should be taken as a window on the lay color practices of Renaissance virtuosi, individuals like Aldrovandi who did not belong to the art trades or produce visual artifacts (they often did not even sketch), 13 but who increasingly felt the need for a mode of analysis in their studies different from script, and became consumers and patrons of art. Overall the content of these writings is neither original nor particularly unusual. Aldrovandi is not proposing a personal color theory nor, despite some tinkering, a novel color nomenclature, but instead relies for the former on widespread notions taken from
Aristotelian and Platonic philosophy, and for the latter on select humanist publications. 14 Yet, while bookish, his writings were more practical than they appear and illuminate theoretical concerns and practical obstacles that most collectors and naturalists faced in the period.
These texts confirm that color had a central place in the identification and classification of naturalia, one it would only lose, according to David Freedberg, when a more streamlined taxonomic system based on morphological characteristics gained ground in the eighteenth century. 15 However, while considered one of the essential notae or characteristics of a specimen, color was notoriously difficult to pin down. Not only did individuals perceive hues differently, but how best to articulate this perception verbally remained an open question. 16 So did the issue of communicating the variety of colors to others, particularly when this communication occurred without the specimen, via letter or a black-and-white paragraph in print. The terminology inherited from classical textsespecially those in Latin, a language where color, as Michael Baxandall notes, was a "category of visual interest fully developed"-had lost its clarity. 17 Meanings had shifted and many referents had become culturally obsolete, leaving their Renaissance users unsure of how exactly names matched chromatic variation. 18 Vernacular renderings used in everyday 13 Aldrovandi had allegedly "delighted himself" in drawing in his youth. BUB, Aldrovandi MS 91, 503r-559r, "Discorso Naturale nel quale si tratta in generale del suo Museo," fol. 557; this text is henceforth referred to as
Discorso.
14 On ancient color theories, see Maria Michela Sassi, "Entre corps et lumière: Réflexions antiques sur la nature pages of schematic notes that highlighted the links in a field of knowledge, usually via branching diagrams that worked by metodo divisivo (dividing larger categories into smaller units), and were meant to be used to draw up an account of the subject in question. 46 The color table in MS 40 is a typical example of the genre (Fig. 4) . Aldrovandi produced almost ninety of them with a variety of functions: from a basic outline for future works, such as the "Method to be used in Ulisse Aldrovandi's Treatise on plague"; to a schematic presentation of the outcome of a specific study, such as the "Method of the differences drawn from [the examination of] the internal and external parts of serpents"; to something closer to our color notebook, the "Syntax or method of the Latin vocabulary in use among poets." 47 Methodi thus constituted both a practical methodology for further research and a pedagogical tool that helped in the exposition of knowledge-Aldrovandi allegedly found them useful in teaching his students the art of disputation. 48 They were complemented in his Nachlass by over twenty lengthy syntaxeis. Even more ambitious, this sub-genre did not target individual issues, but aimed at taxonomizing entire fields of knowledge as Aldrovandi's "Syntax of plants" and "Syntax of animals" testify ( The second building-block in the creation of Aldrovandi's all-encompassing lexicon of color was the stabilization of the nomenclature. 55 Here we turn to the companion notes in MS 40 and especially MS 95. The glossary in the latter records dozens of colors, most rendered with literary names and only timid incursions from contemporary painterly practice.
Thus, terms shared with the artist's workshop such as ultramarine blue, Venetus blue, beretino and carmesino, sit next to the suggestive but less hue-specific arquatus (the color of the rainbow), guttatus (dappled), and xerampellinus (the color of dried roses). The scholar's interest throughout does not seem to lie in the materiality of pigment production and blending, but in the final effect, in the hue one could see on paper or canvas.
Looking more closely at this nomenclature, we notice that Aldrovandi draws heavily upon a handful of early sixteenth-century texts by Italian polymaths, which discuss Graeco- general flourishing of reference works in early modern Europe. 62 Yet, I contend that his concern for terminology was tightly bound with the role of color in the study of naturaliaitself a development owing to the new importance that the material culture of nature had acquired in the eyes of naturalists.
Color Illustrated
Both MS 72 De coloribus and related notes served a number of practical purposes for
Aldrovandi. To understand these, we need to recall the latter's thoughts on 'art and science', Though historians have pointed out that these pictorial conventions were often breached, the accuracy and accountability they advocated underscored the point that images had to demonstrate and instruct before they delighted the beholder. This confronted naturalists with two immediate problems: whom to entrust with their illustrations, and how best to ensure that the end product answered their needs. Naturalists were bound, often to a disadvantage, to the existing art market and its modes of representation. The flora and fauna that traditionally supplied decorative elements in paintings had to be brought to the foreground and rendered in unprecedented detail. 71 Aldrovandi regularly lamented the difficulty of finding reliable artists "in this genre," claiming that whilst every sort of painter could be found in Bologna, in his Duke of Tuscany, which "are formed and depicted with such amazing artifice that they lack nothing but their spirit, so much are they made from the life" (Fig. 8) 
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. That artists, however, were more often casual hands is showcased by the apology presented to Aldrovandi by a correspondent, the apothecary Ippolito Geniforti, for his inability to send a drawing: his artist was busy applying a fresh coat of paint to the façade of his home. Aldrovandi's insistence on the need to capture colors correctly must be understood in relation to a specific weakness of the medium of illustration, where most of the senses on which the naturalist usually relied to know nature found themselves muted. Taste, smell and touch, which in the field and the apothecary shop worked together with the faculty of sight, were useless before a paper specimen, leaving the scholar to depend exclusively on lines and colors. Given this constraint, one way to ensure a usable end result was to control the quality of the specimens the artist was given to copy. Thus, the plant should be fresh, "but an hour dug out from the earth, because dry plants cannot be painted" (it was common to wet dried specimens so that they recovered some volume and tint before drawing them (Fig. 9, Fig. 12) . 84 From Aldrovandi's perspective, therefore, mastering the subtle variation of hues-linguistically as much as visually, as we shall see below-would help not only to distinguish the age of a specimen, but also its kind. (such as purpureus congeneris and russus congeneris in MS 40). 94 Aldrovandi almost certainly derived this practice from medical discourse and particularly uroscopy, where it was used to distinguish degrees of whiteness, yellowness, redness and blackness. 95 The resulting fine distinctions charted a progression of darkness in the urine related to the level of coction of blood in the body (Fig. 10) . In evidence by the twelfth century with a vocabulary of around twenty terms, this uroscopic palette seeped into most medical literature, and continued to circulate even when uroscopy itself lost prestige as a diagnostic practice in the later sixteenth century. 96 Tellingly, Aldrovandi extended the usage of 'sub-' to the already rich lexicon of greens and blues (subglaucus, subcaerulaeus, subviridis), most useful to track not only the seasonality and age of plants, but also the kaleidoscopic plumage and scales of birds and fish-the two main animal taxa he studied.
If of dubious effectiveness in practice, this semantic multiplication displayed an intriguing synergy with the sustained attempts of contemporary painters at replicating luster, shine and tonal variation on canvas by experimenting with new materials. Driven by similar concerns with mimesis, sixteenth-century artists strove to reproduce the effects that light had on the appearance of objects with new smalts and glassy pigments obtained by crushing luminous glass, marble and metals. 97 For Aldrovandi the problem with the 'old materials', namely the color nomenclature inherited from Graeco-Latin literature, was the gap between the uses envisaged for it by 'the Ancients', and the uses demanded of it by Renaissance naturalists. This was, for the naturalist, the difference between a primarily poetic and oratorical language, conceived to 94 Marogna's phrasing on the abovementioned amomum's subcirrum color is typical: "certain wise men observe embellish literary tropes, render abstractions and evoke powerful emotional responses, and a language meant to record accurately the appearance of the natural world. While providing a general reference as to where a name might fall on the chromatic spectrum, standard associations in the inherited literature-such as that between the term cymatilis and "the color of the sea," or rather a putative sea once beheld by Plautus; or between arquatus and "the color of a rainbow" radiating from the verses of Catullus; or caesius and the refulgent eyes of the pagan goddess Minerva and of dangerous beasts like panthers and lions-were of limited help in the study of particulars. 98 As Telesio had already observed, besides, classical authors
were not shy of substituting one term for another for better poetic fit (albus for pallidus for instance), further undermining their similes' usefulness to those concerned with mimesis.
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Several classicists, moreover, have recently argued that color terms in antiquity were more qualitative and less connected to a specific hue than we are accustomed to today: for instance caeruleus, usually associated with the sea, was not meant to suggest a 'blue' surface so much as one possessing a quality akin to the sea itself, deep and agitated. Similarly, viridis did not simply stand for greenness and for the metaphorical connotation of 'yet to grow' and hence immature that it carries to this day, but also for the state itself of 'vigor' and 'growing'. 100 In this language of color perception, synaesthetic suggestions, which activated senses other than sight, were never far from the word's surface, and primary and secondary connotations could disagree, leading to seemingly odd juxtapositions such as flavus rubor or 'flaxen blush', in reference to the blond hair framing a youth's cheeks. 101 This gave a vibratility, a quivering, mobile quality to words and their meanings that would have complicated any Renaissance reading of ancient color nomenclature.
It is difficult to measure the extent to which such a layered approach to color was 'thinned out' across the centuries; and whether early modern naturalists sought to discard or simply failed to capture these inherent associations, thus 'flattening' the experience of color terminology into that of univocal visual-linguistic correspondences. When, for example, did caeruleus lose its nature of 'color of the sea' and become turquoise? Aldrovandi seems to be after such univocity, as his glossary strives to link each term with a specific hue that may be 98 found in qualitatively different objects. To produce accountable descriptions of naturalia, the terms need to be replicable and not slippery in their meaning. In doing so, however, the naturalist turns hue into the dominant element of the discussion, and makes of Graeco-Latin color terms abstractions that originally they had not been. also provided a useful frame of reference for his own activity as a patron, creating a common ground for the naturalist to articulate his demands. After all, scientific illustrations were boundary objects between color worlds-the naturalist's and the artist's.
Aldrovandi was experimenting with a language to talk across domains. According to Olmi, he supervised his artists' manufacture of pigments. 113 He certainly could consult his list before instructing his painter on a color choice-particularly when the sketching was not from life but, as was common, from third-party drawings or dry specimens, and thus the naturalist's expertise would have been a necessary corrective. As such the words and similes of his glossaries should be considered not just descriptive, but also performative. Whether he could go one step further and ask his artist to 'paint in the shade that resembles straw', in a prosaic reversal of the principle underpinning the relationship between images and writing in the early modern period, ut pictura poesis, 114 remains to be proven. Though it is important to note that many of the natural objects used as referents-think of chicory and hares-were everyday sights shared by patron and artist. 115 Be that as it may, creating a dictionary of colors that covered a sufficient number of variations was crucial, and I believe we should look The lotus tree is large and similar to the pear tree, its fruits as big as favas and numerous. The tree trunk should be large, the branches dense and reaching outward like those of the mulberry, the leaves incised. The fruits should be red with a little dry yellow. The mainland, being Africa, could be shown separated from the [Lotophagi] island by the sea, and with a lion, because Africa engenders lions.
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This project raises a number of questions, including that of artistic connoisseurship. These were years of a growing debate in art theory about who had the authority to judge the quality of paintings, the painter who made them or the art lover who bought them. In 1619-20
another physician, Giulio Mancini, would publish his influential Considerazioni sulla pittura, among the first painters," Aldrovandi advised the gentleman to have the drawings assessed by a "persona dell'arte" (an art dealer), so "that he may judge the value of these pictures, given that so much money is being asked." 124 Conversely, the potential conflict that seems to be at issue here, between the judgment of an expert and that of a lay connoisseur-consumer, was simply not applicable to the case of scientific illustrations. There, the rights to connoisseurship can be claimed because there is no conflict: art is led by science. The naturalist defines the parameters for the picture, and a specialist audience confirms its veracity and use.
Conclusion
This context further illuminates the utilitarian undercurrent of Aldrovandi's writings on color and of a philologizing practice seemingly detached from considerations of workshop practice.
His writings served as a trait d'union between different spheres of patronage and knowledge production. Color lists and diagrams, which mastered the chromatic scale and built a vocabulary of color variations that made sense to him, enabled Aldrovandi to articulate fruitfully the passage from verbal (his stock-in-trade) to visual, and control his workshop's production, be it for scientific drawings or celebratory canvasses. Conversely, with MS 72
Aldrovandi imagines a cultural lexicon that would grant him prestige among his peers, and concurrently provide a manual for himself. The notebook can be seen as a heuristic tool to cultivate his connoisseurship: its collection of facts and definitions helped to acquaint oneself with color symbolism and connotations that would have made the naturalist sufficiently competent to decode meanings in contemporary artwork, and an authoritative judge of which hues to use in the artwork he commissioned. In doing so, Aldrovandi was performing an act of translation, rendering the practice and discussion of colors and art into his own language.
This had a composite grammar that took its rules of composition on one side from the language of close examination and description of naturalia, and on the other from the language of philology and the activation of the textual heritage of ancients and moderns. It was a composite language which most of Aldrovandi's peers, for whom a university education intersected with an interest in nature, would have had no trouble becoming literate in. This should be taken with the caveat that this was an operative language that made sense to a humanist and was nurtured by a tradition invested in the power of the word and writing. 124 Ibid.
How best to communicate issues of color to fellow naturalists did not necessarily equate to best practice when dealing with artists. 
